#Discuss AI Events
September - December Events 2022

#DiscussAI is ADAPT’s interactive and
collaborative programme of public events
about Artiﬁcial Intelligence and how this
ground-breaking technology impacts all of
our lives and society.
Through the #DiscussAI programme, ADAPT
researchers seek to engage communities and
individuals across the country in
conversations that raise and answer
questions, and generate ideas for new
research.
https://www.adaptcentre.ie/discussai
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AI In My Life Rolls Out In Schools

AI IN MY LIFE

In Person Workshops in Secondary Schools Nationwide
AI in my Life is open for registration for schools to take part in the '22-'23 program. More details
are available here https://www.adaptcentre.ie/projects/ai-in-my-life/

September - December

All term

AILO Registration Opens

In Person Seconday School Workshop
Secondary school registration is open for the 2022 All Ireland Linguistics Olympiad (AILO). Sign
up to attend one of our free STEAM linguistic problem-solving workshops Sept-Dec 2022.

1st September

All term

SEPTEMBER CALENDAR

Transition Year Linguistics Module Commences
In Person Teacher-led resources in Schools Nationwide
Access free linguistics materials for your classroom. Developed with thanks to funding from
Post-Primary Languages Ireland (PPLI), the materials are teacher-led with slides and worksheets.
Sign up at: https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/tymodule2022/

1st September

All term

#DiscussAI At Electric Picnic

#Discuss AI

In Person Exhibition / Talks / Workshops for Adults
Join ADAPT at the HUMAN LAB: Art & Science stage at Electric Picnic Festival in Stradbally, Co.
Laois from 2-4 September. We'll be hosting workshops and exhitions on misinformation and
Think-ins, showcasing AI, and answering your #DisucssAI questions

2th - 4th September

All day

Citizens' Think-In Knowledge Sharing Forum
Online Workshop for Adults

#DiscussAI
Think-Ins

Join a virtual knowledge-sharing forum about the outcomes and insights generated by the
2021/2022 Citizens’ Think-In series. Hear from participating researchers and our community and
evaluation partners.

7th September

10:30 - 11:45

AILO Workshop Series Begins
In Person Secondary School Workshops Nationwide
Sign up to host or attend a free STEAM linguistic probem-solving workshop. Open to all
secondary schools on the island. Registration at https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/enter/

Starts 26th September

All term

The Glass Room: Misinformation Edition

#Discuss AI

In Person Exhibition in Trinity College Dublin
Check out the eye catching exhibition at START 2022. The Glass Room: Misinformation Edition
immerses visitors in data and privacy, and encourages them to question their understanding and
comfort around this topic.

30th September

All day

SEPTEMBER CALENDAR

AI Dilemma Café
In Person Discussion in Trinity College Dublin for Adults

Grab a free coﬀee and join the conversation about AI and technology at the AI Dilemma Café

30th September

17:00 - 20:00

'Smile, You’re On Camera!"
Have Your Say On Public Surveillance Using AI

#DiscussAI
Think-Ins

In Person Discussion in Trinity College Dublin for Adults

Join this #DiscussAI Think-In at START: European Researchers' Night for a lively discussion on the
increasing use of AI for public surveillance and its impact on our day-to-day lives.

30th September

17:30 - 19:15

'Radically Public' Citizen Science Panel Discussion

#Discuss AI

In Person Panel Discussion in Trinity College Dublin for Adults
ADAPT will be hosting a panel on citizen science and citizen curation. We will be
talking to researchers, experts and the public to investigate: What does it mean for the
public to take on the role of citizen scientist?"
30th September

19:30 - 20:30

#DiscussAI Think-In On Public Surveillance

In Person Discussion for Adults in Maynooth Library

OCTOBER

#Discuss AI

#DiscussAI
Think-Ins

Through fascinating discussion scenarios, we will explore and deliberate on the potential
beneﬁts and drawbacks of AI surveillance for individuals and society at large.

18th October

To be announced

AILO Workshops Continue In Schools Nationwide
In Person Secondary School Workshops Nationwide
Sign up to host or attend a free STEAM linguistic probem-solving workshop. Open to all
secondary schools on the island. Registration at https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/enter/

September - December

All term

NOVEMBER

AILO Workshops Continue In Schools Around
The Country
In Person Teacher-led resources in Schools Nationwide
Sign up to host or attend a free STEAM linguistic probem-solving workshop. Open to all
secondary schools on the island. Registration at https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/enter/

September - December

All term

#DiscussAI Think-In Co-Creation With The
SignON Project
In Person Exhibition in Trinity College Dublin

#Discuss AI

This co-creation workshop with the SignON project will explore how we can cross the language
barrier between Deaf sign language users, hard of hearing and hearing people.

12th November

To be announced

NOVEMBER

SignON: AI, Shakespeare, And Irish Sign Language
Performance
In Person Performance

Join us for a special Science Week performance event that combines AI, Shakespeare, and Irish
Sign Language

25th November

To be announced

#DiscussAI Think-In With The SignON Project
Online Discussion for Adults

#DiscussAI
Think-Ins

#DiscussAI Think-In with SignON to bridge the communication gap between Deaf, hard of
hearing and hearing people through an accessible translation service

25th November

DECEMBER

#Discuss AI

To be announced

AILO Workshops Continue
In person Workshops in Secondary Schools Nationwide
Sign up to host or attend a free STEAM linguistic probem-solving workshop. Open to all
secondary schools on the island. Registration at https://ailo.adaptcentre.ie/enter/

September - December

All term

#DiscussAI
Think-Ins

#DiscussAI Think-Ins are part of ADAPT’s interactive and collaborative #DiscussAI
programme of public events about Artiﬁcial Intelligence and how this ground-breaking technology impacts all of our lives and society. Through the #DiscussAI
programme, ADAPT researchers seek to engage communities and individuals across
the country in conversations that raise and answer questions and generate ideas for
new research. To ﬁnd out more and get involved: https://thinkins.adaptcentre.ie/

AI IN MY LIFE

ABOUT

Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) is one of the most transformative innovations of our times.
While AI oﬀers substantial beneﬁts to individuals and society, it has major implications for privacy, ethics and security. The Science Foundation Ireland ADAPT Research
Centre for AI-Driven Digital Content Technology is now introducing free interactive
workshop programmes to help secondary school students navigate the Age of AI
successfully and safely
The programme’s ﬂexible modular structure means that you can pick and choose
individual workshops to suit the time you have available. You can commence the
programme at any time during the school year. If you would like to know more about
these programmes, email education@adaptcentre.ie or check out our website
https://www.adaptcentre.ie/projects/ai-in-my-life/
AILO: The All Ireland Linguistics Olympiad (AILO) challenges secondary school
students to develop their own strategies for solving complex problems in unfamiliar
languages from around the globe. AILO is helping to foster a strong pipeline of
talented STEM problem solvers for Ireland.
Schools can register at ailo.adaptcentre.ie and receive workshop information.

